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CHAPTER 01

VI.ONE/
INTRODUCTION
TO THE
LIBRARY

Consider this a major upgrade to
your studio. Vir2 Instruments’
VI.ONE is a massive multi-disc
sample library encompassing
over two thousand instruments,
kits, and other sound effects, and
is designed for maximum

VI.ONE

usability to musicians across a
wide span of genres.
RIght: Screenshot of VI.ONE’s Interface

The library is packed to the brim with drums (including

world-class acoustic pianos, prepared pianos, electric/

hundreds of different kits), drum loops, basses (including

synth pianos, pop horns and brass, a bank of vintage

acoustic, upright, electric, and synth), world and ethnic

synths, and cutting-edge synth patches. Across every

instruments (organized by geographic region), sound

musical style in the world, VI.ONE is a premium, versatile,

effects, guitars (acoustic and electric), keyboards, a full

and gigantic sound palette.

collection of orchestral instruments, screaming B3 organs,
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CHAPTER 02

VI.ONE/
REQUIREMENTS
AND
INSTALLATION

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For Mac users, VI.ONE requires OS 10.5 or greater, an Intel
Core Duo 1.66GHz or faster, a DVD drive, and 2GB of RAM.
For Windows users, VI.ONE requires Windows XP SP2 or
Windows Vista or greater, a Pentium or Athlon 1.4GHz or
faster, a DVD drive, and 2GB of RAM.
The library requires approximately 21GB of disk space.
Vir2 Instruments strongly recommends 4GB RAM or more
and an 88-key controller in order to use VI.ONE to its fullest
potential.

INSTALLING
The installation of VI.ONE is two separate steps: the
installation of the Kontakt engine, and the installation of
the VI.ONE library.

VI.ONE

Insert the installation disc into your computer, and you will
see the installers for both components. It doesn’t matter
which is installed first. Run each of the installers and they
will guide you through the installation process.
The Kontakt installer will install the Kontakt engine, its
standalone application, all of its plug-in versions, and the

Service Center authorizer program. We recommend the
Easy Install and that the install locations for each
component are left at their default settings.
The VI.ONE library is approximately 21GB in size, and its
installer will prompt you for the location you wish to install
it. It can be installed on any available hard drive. For speed
reasons, we recommend it be installed on internal or eSATA
drives. Firewire can also be acceptable. External USB drives
may give somewhat less optimized performance. We also
recommend 7200 or 10,000rpm drives regardless of the
interface used.

UPDATING
After installation, please make sure that you are fully
updated to the most recent versions of the three
components that make up the VI.ONE package: the library
(which contains all the patch information and
programming), the engine (which is powered by Kontakt),
and the authorizer (Service Center). It is possible that any
of these components may have a more recent version
than shipped in your physical package, so you should
check for updates to each of these three. You can do this

by visiting the vir2.com web site and checking the
Support area.

AUTHORIZING
After you’ve completed installation, VI.ONE will be
working in demo mode, meaning it will only work for 30
minutes at a time. To fully authorize it, launch Service
Center (found in the Applications folder on a Mac, or the
Program Files folder on Windows) and follow its
instructions. You will be prompted to enter your e-mail
address and password that make up your Native
Instruments account, or will be given an option to create
an account if you don’t already have one. Once inside the
Service Center, it will give you a list of all the Native
Instruments and NI-powered products on your hard drive
and give you the option to activate them. You are allowed
to install and use VI.ONE on up to two computers
simultaneously.
Service Center will guide you through the process for
either online (instant) activation, or offline activation if the
computer you installed VI.ONE on does not have direct
access to the internet.
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CHAPTER 03

VI.ONE/
THE ONSCREEN
INTERFACE
Each instrument in VI.ONE may contain slightly different
controls, but most follow a similar basic layout. [01]

Some instruments feature additional knobs, which will be
described in their relevant sections below.

Consult the Kontakt manual for more details on some of
M and S buttons allow you to mute and solo the instrument, the other features visible, such as MIDI channel
respectively.
assignments, output selection, sample purging, and so
on.
Tune, pan, and volume controls are available in all
instruments. Pan is the left control which normally stays
centered; volume is the right control which can be swept
from minimum to maximum.
The top row of knobs provide an built-in reverb control.
Direct control is given over the send level and the reverb
size; more advanced parameters can be controlled via
external MIDI CC’s (discussed below).

VI.ONE

The bottom row features a built-in EQ module allowing the
spectral shaping of the sound. Onscreen controls allow you
to control low, mid, and high band gain, as well as adjust
the frequency of the mid band. More advanced parameters,
including EQ bandwidth control and frequency of the low
and high bands, are available via external MIDI CC’s
(discussed below).

The middle row of knobs offer control over the envelope of
the sound. Attack, hold, decay, sustain, and release can be
adjusted independently to shape the sound of the
instrument.

CHAPTER 04

VI.ONE/
A TOUR OF THE
LIBRARY
There are two types of patches included in VI.ONE:
instruments and multis. Instruments are the coreof the
library, and you’ll find dozens of different instruments
spread throughout several folders.
Multis are combinations (layers) of instruments. We have
provided some interesting combination instruments in the
“Multis” folder for your usage. You can also create your
own multis by loading two or more individual instruments
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at a time, then save them to the Multis folder.
We’ll take some time to step through all the different
instrument folders to give you some details about them.
VI.ONE was designed to be of maximum accessibility; we
want you to simply be able to pull up an instrument and
begin playing without having to leaf through a manual to
decipher how to play it. However, this quick guide will spell
out some of the design decisions that were made to help
you get the most out of VI.One. At this point, you can skip
down in the instructions to the Getting Started With VI.ONE
section below.
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BASS
The Bass folder contains four subfolders: Acoustic, Electric,
Synth [mono], and Synth [poly].
Acoustic and Electric Bass folders give you a range of
different types of acoustic (including a baritone guitar and
an upright bass) and electric (including popular bass types
such as a fretless, a Musicman, and a P Bass).
The two Synth Bass folders contain the same patches but
they behave in different ways. The [mono] folder is
programmed monophonically, meaning only one note can
be played at a time. In these instruments, you also have
access to an additional knob: porta (which stands for
portamento). This allows you to adjust the glide between
notes (or switch it off if you don’t want it at all). The [poly]
folder is the same collection of instruments, but designed
to be played polyphonically (more like a synth).

VI.ONE

All instruments in both Synth Bass folders offer one extra
knob in the interface: a filter cutoff knob. The filter (a
4-pole resonant filter) is preset to a very high frequency so
it is essentially bypassed by default, but you can turn this
knob down if you would like to adjust it. The filter cutoff
knob can also be controlled in real time via the mod wheel
(MIDI CC#1).

The filter also has a resonance parameter, producing a
pronounced peak at the cutoff frequency. The resonance is
preset to 20%. The resonance knob is not available via the
onscreen interface, but can be controlled externally via
MIDI CC#40.
Note that additional synth bass patches may be found
inside the Synth - Modern and Synth - Vintage folders.

DRUM LOOPS
VI.ONE contains an extensive set of drum loops spread
across eight different category folders (Breakbeats, Dance,
Funk, FX, Hip Hop, Jazz, RnB, and Rock).
The drum loops have been programmed to tempo-sync
with a host sequencer (or with the MasterKontrol unit built
into Kontakt Player 2). They have also been laid out in
sliced format, meaning you can easily trigger individual
slices of any loop.
All the instruments in the Drum Loops folder follow the
same pattern. The filenames follow the following format:
01 Breakbeat Drums 070.nki
	01 is the number of the loop. Breakbeat Drums is
the title. 070 is the bpm (speed) of the loop.
It is advisable to look for loops that are reasonably close to
the target tempo. While the engine will stretch loops to any
imaginable tempo, the further the engine has to stretch the
loop from its original tempo, the more sonic artifacts may
be heard, to the point where the loop may not be musically
useful. In general, loops perform better when sped up
rather than slowed down. A 120bpm loop played at 130 or
140bpm will still sound fairly good. But a 120bpm loop
slowed down to 60 or 70bpm may sound grainy.

Once a loop instrument is loaded, there is a simple
keyboard layout that has been followed for each
instrument. The full loop can be triggered by playing the
C2 key (one octave below middle C). This full loop will
automatically sync to tempo.
The individual hits (slices) from the loop have been
mapped from C3 ascending. Some loops have just a few
slices; others have dozens. These slices can be triggered
and reassembled to create new and custom versions of the
loop, or the main loop can be played on C2 and additional
hits can be inserted over it by using the slice keys from C3
and up.
This flexible arrangement allows you easy access not only
to loops, but to entirely new “drum kits” made out of slices
of loops.
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DRUMS

DRUMS > ACOUSTIC PREMIUM

We have assembled hundreds of drum kits across multiple
styles of music to cater to every possible musical taste. In
this folder, you will find several subfolders: Acoustic
Premium, Eighties, Electronic, Hip Hop, Lo Fi and Ambient,
Menus, Percussion, Pop and Rock, and RnB.

This folder is a special collection of high-end acoustic drum
kits, individually mic’ed in three positions (direct mics,
overheads, and room mics) with a large variety in tonality
and tweakability.

Most of these kits function in similar ways. Due to the
differences in the source material, not all drum kits have
the same selection of hits within them. To remedy this, the
drum kits are laid out following a simple standardized
layout based upon a standard GM kit. The kick drum will
always be found on either or both B0 and C1. The snare
drums will always be found on either or both D1 and E1. The
rim shot, if there is one, will be on C#1. And so on. This
diagram shows the key positions of the most common
drums.

In the graphic interface, two extra knobs appear:

These two knobs, O-Heads (for Overheads) and Room,
give you the ability to mix more or less of the overhead and
room sound into any preset kit.
The Acoustic Premium Kits offer a few additional external
MIDI controller messages. If your MIDI controller (or
sequencer) can send these MIDI control messages, you can
externally control:
MIDI CC#40: all direct mics

VI.ONE

MIDI CC#41: all overhead mics
MIDI CC#42: all room mics

The Acoustic > Premium kits also offer one other feature:
the entire drum kit is mapped to the same specification as
mentioned above for general drum kits, but also duplicated
two octaves above. The samples two octaves above are
absolutely identical to the ones in the default position. This
makes it easier to play very fast patterns when necessary,
for example, fast closed hi hat rhythms can be played by
alternating between F#1 and F#3.

ETHNIC AND WORLD

Numerous velocity layers of the kit were sampled across all
mic positions, and an advanced randomization engine was
employed to simulate the subtleties of an acoustic drum
kit.

The FX folder features numerous sound effects, from
ambiences to hits to crescendos to noise and vinyl
scratching. Many of the individual instruments have dozens
of different noises within them.

DRUMS > MENUS

GENERAL MIDI

The subfolder titled Menus within the Drums folder features
a special selection of drum hits grouped by drum type.
Using these folders you can quickly pull up a large
collection of snares, or kicks, or other types of hits. This
menu folder does not include hits found in the kits of the
other folders.

The General MIDI is a highly compacted and optimized
General MIDI bank featuring the 128 standard GM
instruments plus 8 GM kits. The entire bank totals only
32MB in size, so is very quick to load and is intended for
quick MIDI mockups.

The Ethnic and World folder features dozens of
instruments grouped by geographic regions: Australia,
Celtic, India, Middle East, Pacific, and South America.

FX
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GUITARS - ACOUSTIC

VI.ONE

In this folder are a selection of acoustic guitars: a 6-string
steel stringed guitar, a 12-string, a nylon, plus some
alternate articulations such as mutes and harmonics, and a
banjo, mandolin, and ukulele.

ORCHESTRAL > BRASS, PERCUSSION, STRINGS, AND
WOODWINDS
VI.ONE includes a massive selection of orchestral
instruments, including multiple articulations of many
instruments in the library.

GUITARS - ELECTRIC

ORGANS

A broad collection of common electric guitar tones are
included here, featuring not only sustained notes but mutes
and chords and other guitar effects.

The Organs folder features a healthy selection of common
B3 patches. Use the mod wheel to switch the Leslie effect
from slow to fast.

KEYBOARDS AND EPS

PIANOS - ACOUSTIC

The Keyboards and Electric Pianos folder features some of
the most common keyboard instruments, including
accordion, Rhodes, harpsichord, clavinet, Wurly, as well as
some common synth keyboards.

This folder contains a handful of premium piano
instruments: Black Grand, The Big Grand, Vertikal Jazz (an
upright piano), and White Grand, as well as a honky-tonk
Saloon Piano. Different variations on each piano are also
provided.

PIANOS - PREPARED

notes (or switch it off if you don’t want it at all). The [poly]
Twenty-four patches of various types of prepared piano are folder is the same collection of instruments, but designed to
be played polyphonically (more like a synth).
included, including the classic John Cage prepared piano.

POP HORNS AND BRASS
The instruments contained here are sampled specifically
for pop and funk playing. Although some of the
instruments overlap with instruments in the Orchestral
folders, these are entirely different samples created
specifically for the genre.

SYNTH - MODERN
The Modern Synth folder contains a huge collection of
hundreds of cutting-edge synth patches. They are
categorized by type: Attack, Bass, FX, Lead, Pad, and
Rhythmic.
The Bass and Leads folders are duplicated in two versions:
mono and poly. These folders contain the same patches
but they behave in different ways. The [mono] folder is
programmed monophonically, meaning only one note can
be played at a time. In these instruments, you also have
access to an additional knob: porta (which stands for
portamento). This allows you to adjust the glide between

All Synth - Modern instruments offer an extra knob in the
interface: a filter cutoff knob. The filter (a 4-pole resonant
filter) is preset to a very high frequency so it is essentially
bypassed by default, but you can turn this knob down if you
would like to adjust it. The filter cutoff knob can also be
controlled in real time via the mod wheel (MIDI CC#1).
The filter also has a resonance parameter, producing a
pronounced peak at the cutoff frequency. The resonance is
preset to 20%. The resonance knob is not available via the
onscreen interface, but can be controlled externally via MIDI
CC#40.
Note that additional bass synth patches may be found
inside the Bass > Synth folder and the Synth – Vintage
folder.

SYNTH - VINTAGE
The Vintage Synth folder contains a large selection of
classic synths from manufacturers like ARP,
Farfisa, Hammond, Hohner, Korg, Moog, Oberheim, Oxford,
Roland, Sequential Circuits, and Yamaha.
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CHAPTER 05

VI.ONE/
REMOTE
CONTROLS

MIDI CC#7: volume
MIDI CC#10: pan
MIDI CC#11: expression (volume)
MIDI CC#20: reverb send level
MIDI CC#21: reverb size
MIDI CC#22: envelope attack

Many parameters of VI.One can be controlled remotely via
MIDI continuous controllers (CC’s) sent from a controller
keyboard or a host sequencer. All instruments in VI.One
share the following list of MIDI CC behaviors (and some
instruments feature additional ones, discussed above):

MIDI CC#23: envelope hold
MIDI CC#24: envelope decay
MIDI CC#25: envelope sustain
MIDI CC#26: envelope release
MIDI CC#27: EQ low gain
MIDI CC#28: EQ mid frequency
MIDI CC#29: EQ mid gain
MIDI CC#30: EQ hi gain
MIDI CC#31: reverb predelay
MIDI CC#32: reverb color
MIDI CC#33: reverb damping
MIDI CC#34: reverb stereo width
MIDI CC#35: EQ low frequency
MIDI CC#36: EQ low bandwidth

VI.ONE

MIDI CC#37: EQ mid gain bandwidth
MIDI CC#38: EQ hi frequency
MIDI CC#39: EQ hi bandwidth

CHAPTER 06

VI.ONE/
ADVANCED
NOTES

REMOVING PARTS OF VI.ONE
Due to the large size of the VI.ONE library, we have
designed it in such a way that if you would like to delete a
specific part of the library from your hard drive to save
space, you may do so manually.
Please note that when the encoded sample files (NKX’s)
are deleted, the corresponding instrument files that rely on
those samples can no longer be used, and will give an error
if loaded. The removal of the encoded sample files should
only be done by an experienced user who is sure they will
not use those specific samples.
To remove parts of the library, locate the VI.One Library
folder on your hard drive. In it, you will find numerous files
with the .nkx and .nkc suffixes, along with an Instruments
and Multis folder. The .nkx/.nkc files are the encoded
sample files, and they are numbered. You may remove as
many of these as you want (except for “001” and “Info”) if
you do not plan to use them. Both the NKX and
corresponding NKC file(s) can be removed. Here is a guide
to the numbering to assist you in removing specific
portions of the library:
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001: Essentials (do not delete this)

ADVANCED EDITING

002: Bass

VI.ONE ships with the Kontakt Player 4 software as its
playback engine. Kontakt Player 4 may be upgraded to the
full version of Kontakt 4 via a crossgrade offer on the
Native Instruments web site. The full version of Kontakt 4
includes all the features of Kontakt Player 4, and adds the
capability to do deep editing in the instruments as well as
create new instruments. Visit the Native Instruments web
site for special offers to upgrade from Kontakt Player 2 to
the full version of Kontakt 2.

003: Drum Loops
004: Drums
005: Ethnic and World
006: FX
007: General MIDI
008: Guitars - Acoustic
009: Guitars - Electric
010: Keyboards and EPs
011: Orchestral Part 1
012: Orchestral Part 2
013: Organs
014: Pianos - Acoustic
015: Pianos - Electric
016: Pop Horns and Brass
017: Synth - Modern
018: Synth - Vintage

VI.ONE

Info: Important library-wide information (do NOT delete this
under any circumstance)

CHAPTER 07

VI.ONE/
TECH
SUPPORT,
ETC.
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TECH SUPPORT
Vir2 Instruments stands behind its products and is
committed to helping you get the most out of using them.
Please check the Support area of the www.vir2.com web
site if you encounter any difficulties in using the product.
You may also e-mail support@vir2.com.
Before getting in touch with Vir2 Instruments regarding
problems with the product, make sure you are running the
latest versions of the library, engine, and Service Center.
Many problems are rectified by interim updates that may
have been released after the physical manufacturing of
your installation discs.
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THE FULL VERSION OF KONTAKT 4

LICENSE AGREEMENT

VI.ONE ships with Kontakt Player 4, meaning it is fully able
to play back the VI.ONE library and access the parameters
detailed in this manual.

The samples contained herein are licensed, not sold to you,
the individual end user, by Vir2 Instruments. This nonexclusive, non-transferable license is granted only to the
individual end user who has purchased an unopened, new,
and lawfully made copy of this product from a dealer or
distributor authorized by Vir2 Instruments. All samples
remain the property of Vir2 Instruments and are licensed
only for use in the creation of a live or recorded
performance that includes the licensed samples as part of
a derivative musical work created by the licensed end user.
This license expressly forbids resale, rental, loan, gift, or
transfer of these samples in any format or via any medium,
except as part of a derivative musical work. The samples
may not be included, whether unmodified or as part of a
derivative work, in any sample library product. Any
unlicensed usage will be prosecuted to the maximum
extent possible under the law.

Registered owners of VI.ONE are eligible for a special
crossgrade discount to the full version of Kontakt 4, which
enables users to create their own libraries, import libraries
in non-Kontakt formats, and access numerous deep editing
features.

VI.ONE

Visit the nativeinstruments.com web site for details on the
Kontakt crossgrade.
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